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The Activation
Sequence 



"The Activation Sequence is the primary genetic

sequence in your Holographic Profile. The Activation

Sequence describes a series of three leaps in

awareness that unfold in your life as you activate the

higher purpose within your DNA. These inner

realizations are called your Challenge, your

Breakthrough and your Core Stability. Calculated from

the position of the sun at the time of your birth, your

Activation Sequence pinpoints four specific Gene Keys

(known as your Four Prime Gifts) that form the vibratory

field of your genius. As its name suggests, your

Activation Sequence is a trigger that can catalyze a

period of intense transformation in your life ." 

 

- Richard Rudd

 

Introduction



"Two Gene Keys that are holographically bonded

together through opposition - in other words, they are

exact mirror opposites. There are 32 such programming

partners within the genetic matrix, and each creates a

biofeedback loop that reinforces the themes of those

Gene Keys at every level of frequency. At the Shadow

frequency, the programming partners create physical,

emotional and mental patterns and complexes that

mutually reinforce each other. As awareness

penetrates these patterns and transforms them, they

release waves of creative energy at the Gift frequency,

which in turn are mutually reinforced, leading to a

continual raising of one's evolutionary frequency. At the

Siddhic frequency, the programming partners no longer

oppose each other but dawn as pure consciousness,

creating a harmonic so pure that it deletes their

difference."

 

- Richard Rudd

 

Programming
Partners 



The Sphere of your
Life's Work



"You can begin by contemplating the Gene Key that

represents your Life's Work. Your Life's Work is the tip of

the iceberg of your entire profile. It is where your deeper

purpose meets the outside world. There are many forms

of work. Your outer work is one thing - what you are here

to do in life - that is your career, job, or daily role. This

Gene Key is a good indicator of what you may be best

suited to in the world. However, the Gene Keys are not

literal. Rather they give you a frame of a storyline, and it

is you who must fit this into an external role in your life.

When you look at the Shadow of this Gene Key, you will

see the pattern in your nature that prevents you from

finding the kind of role that perfectly suits you."

 

- Richard Rudd

 

Life's Work



Life's Work 

Shadow
"The other kind of work if inner

work. The Shadow of your

Life's Work really shows you a

challenge that you will meet

over and over again in your life

until you have fully accepted it.

This is your inner Life's Work.

There are essentially three

phases that accompany the

transformation of our

Shadows. They are: Allow,

Accept and Embrace."

"Every Shadow contains a Gift. And

this process of transformation takes

time. You don't just transform this

challenge and then move on to the

next part of your Profile. This

Challenge is there all the way along

the journey. It is your primary

challenge. Every time you recognize

a negative pattern and embrace it,

you unlock another Gift. Ultimately

each Gift is interrelated, just as each

Shadow is interrelated. Your ongoing

contemplation will reveal this to you.

As the Gift comes out, so your Life's

Work becomes clearer. Your inner

work affects your outer work. This is

a  universal law."

"The Siddhi represents the Divine

essence of your work in the world.

As you contemplate the Shadow

of your Life's Work, it is a good idea

to counterbalance it by holding the

Siddhi in mind and heart. You need

to really consider this Siddhi and

locate it as an essence inside

yourself. It is what you are here to

do. It is the essence of your

biography. You need to hold this

Siddhi in your heart throughout the

journey, and by the end, if you are

fortunate, it may have revealed

itself to you in some form."

Gift Siddhi



The Sphere of
your Evolution

 



"Your Evolution, as we have seen, is in opposition to

your Life's Work. Together, these two spheres and

their Gene Keys encapsulate the primary challenge of

your life. Look deeply then into the Gene Key of your

Evolution. It will likely represent an uncomfortable

place for you."

 

** "It took time to realize that the Gene Keys and the

Golden Path are tools for Self Illumination. They come

alive as you contemplate them. Rather than receive

the wisdom second-hand, you now have all the tools

you need to unlock it for yourself, inside yourself. A

single insight that arises naturally from inside your

own psyche is of greater benefit to you than all the

wisdom given to you by another person."** 

 

- Richard Rudd

 

Evolution



Evolution 
Shadow

"It is essential that you fully understand the

Shadow frequency of the Gene Key relating to

your Evolution. Until you come to see it playing

out in your life and begin the process of coming

to terms with it, your Activation Sequence will

remain dormant. There are several trigger points

along the Golden Path and your Evolution is your

first. If you don't understand the meaning of this

Shadow or it doesn't seem to connect with you,

then you may need to consider it again from

another angle. It is also one thing to intellectually

grasp a pattern, but quite another to catch it in

the present moment. Often these patterns

emerge in the mirror of our relationships, and

often they have become part of our behavior."

"Your Evolution is not about getting past this

challenge because it is the discomfort that

shows us that we are growing. The secret is

to learn to appreciate your specific

challenges in life. Your Gifts, that is your

genius, grow out of the compost of these

Shadow patterns and it is your awareness

that transforms them. Take a good look at

the Gift of your Evolution and you may see a

quality that sets you apart from others. The

Gift is what emerges as you change your

whole attitude to life by not allowing yourself

to behave as though you are a victim. In

addition to this, your Evolutionary Gift

grounds you in your physical body. It is a

great leveler as it makes you feel an equal

with every other human being. We all come

into the world with a challenge, and our

willingness to embrace that challenge

determines the strength of our spirit."

"When you come to the Siddhi, this

quality denotes the potential

expression of your life as a fully

realized, enlightened human

being. The Siddhi of your Evolution

is an essence inside you. It fuels

the essence of what you are here

to do in life. It is a special

dispensation you were gifted with

at birth, and at times in your life it

will come to the fore. The deeper

you accept the Shadow patterns,

the humbler you will feel on the

inside because the Siddhis arise

out of intense feelings of

gratitude."

Gift Siddhi



The Pathway of
Challenge



"In the Gene Keys, the central premise is that every Shadow

contains a Gift, so we must begin by looking into the nature of the

Shadows within us in order to get to the hidden Gift inside. This is

your Challenge. It is the challenge that rings out inside every

human being. Our lives are made or broken upon the back of this

primal, archetypal challenge. In looking at your Challenge, you

must look deeply into the dynamic between the 2 Gene Keys that

straddle this pathway. Your Life's Work is dictated symbolically by

the sun, the yang force of energy, and your Evolution is dictated

symbolically by the earth, the yin force of matter. Whereas your

Life's Work is the expression of what you do, your Evolution is the

turbine that drives what you do. The earthbound sphere of your

Evolution tugging against that solar fire of your Life's Work is what

sets up the basic tension that writes the script of your life. The

moment your awareness of the Shadow pattern unlocks these

codes, an awakening event occurs as the stored tension of these

oppositions is released inside you. This is why the very first pathway

of the Golden Path is called the Pathway of Challenge - you have to

dive right into the heart of that tension and release it at its core."

 

- Richard Rudd

 

The Pathway
of Challenge



The Six Lines of
Your Life's

Work and Evolution



Lines of your Life's Work

"The first line of each Gene Key really

expresses the inner essence of the

archetype that it contains. We humans are

here to be creative. Our Life's Work is

essentially a creative work in progress. If you

have a 1st line as your Life's Work then you

are here to create something new. It has to

be your idea - it has to be something that

emerges from deep inside you. You can ride

on the shoulders of other creators who have

come before you, but still, your version must

be an original. Whatever you do, it must

have this vital creative element within it,

otherwise you will never be able to feel

fulfilled in your life."

"Every 2nd line carries a strong feeling of

fluidity in it. Whereas the 1st line is about

digging down deep to unearth the creative

fruits, the 2nd line is all about self-expression.

At its best the 2nd line is also unselfconscious,

like a dancer who becomes lost in the joy of the

dance. If you have a 2nd line as your Life's

Work, then you will have to find out the gifts in

life that come to you naturally and easily. You

need to do things you are best at - the things

you love - the things you can do without even

thinking. The archetype of the dancer refers to

an inherent natural gift that emanates from

you. When you trust in this gift, it just flows out

of you with a beautiful, natural unstudied air.

Think about the thing you do with the most

grace and ease. This will give you a clue as to

where your true Life's Work lies." 

"Unlike the 2nd line that follows a clear inner flow

out into the world, the 3rd line is far less

predictable. All 3rd lines have change at their

heart. They do not often manifest the kind of

stability that the other lines have. This means

that the lives of those with a 3rd lines are often

very colorful, or when viewed from the Shadow,

chaotic. If you have a 3rd line for your Life's Work,

your great challenge is to learn to let go of what

your mind thinks is 'normal'. Your archetype is the

Changer, which means that you will learn your

Gifts from life. You may have many different

experiences in different roles, with different

people coming in and out of your life, and if you

can let go and enjoy this kind of exciting

narrative, then you will lead a very rich life. If

however, you compare your life to others who

may seem more stable, you may end up

harboring all manner of self-judgments that will

undermine your true Gifts."

The Creator

Line 1 
Line 2

The Dancer

Line 3
The Changer



Lines of your Life's Work

"The 4th line has the capacity to be the most

focussed. If you have the 4th line as your

Life's Work, it colors the corresponding Gene

Key with an incredible capacity for

conviction. You have an innate ability to

influence other people. Depending on your

attitude, this can either push people away or

draw them towards you. The realm of the

4th line is people, so it is important that you

learn to listen to others. Whatever your Life's

Work Gene Key, its healthiest expression is

through service. The Server is an archetype

that clearly involves the giving of your Gifts

for the sake of others. In other words, you

are really in it because you love to see

someone else smile." 

"The 5th line is pure practicality. It looks at the

thing and decides whether it is going to really

help the world or not. If it isn't then the 5th line

just looks away, but if there is a chance that

this thing may really be of use, then the 5th line

will claim ownership of it and make something

really powerful of it. If you have the 5th line for

your Life's Work, then you have the capacity to

go far in the outer world. The archetype of the

fixer is about creating greater efficiency in the

world. When you contemplate the Gene Key of

your Life's Work, think about how you could

make a business out of this archetype. Think

about how you could use that as a leader. Your

Gifts, when well organized, are needed by

many people. Of all the 6 lines, you have

perhaps the greatest capacity to be outwardly

successful in the world through your Gifts."

"The 6th line stands apart from the other lines. In a

sense it lives according to different laws. The question

that beats at the heart of all 6th lines is why? The 6th

line as a certain relationship to the 1st line, as it brings

completion to the whole spectrum of wisdom

contained within each Gene Key. In other words, the

6th line has the capacity to be the wisest of all the lines,

the one that simply sees further than the others. This is

the archetype of the Teacher, and as we have seen,

this doesn't necessarily mean that if you have a 6th line

for your Life's Work then you are destined to be a

teacher. It means that you share the essential attribute

of any really good teacher - you understand that

people are all born with different gifts, and if you

provide the right environment, then those gifts will

always emerge on their own. You need patience, and

to understand each of the other 5 lines before you can

answer the question why? The depth of this question

may take a long time to fully emerge in life. You have to

be able to look back on your life and then you will begin

to see through the eyes of wisdom. Contemplation is

therefore a very natural path for you in life. It takes time,

but in time, it  always yields an answer."

The Server

Line 4
Line 5
The Fixer

Line 6
The Teacher



Lines of your Evolution

"In the sphere of one's Evolution, this becomes

all about the empowerment of the Self. If you

have a 1st line Evolution then your primary

challenge is always likely to be about how self-

assured or inadequate you feel. As a creative

type you may sometimes feel you are your own

worst enemy. Yours is a private path. That

doesn't mean you cannot seek outside help

and support, but it does suggest that the

answers need to come from inside you. The

arc of your evolution depends upon you

digging deeply into your own aloneness and

finding sustenance in there. No one else can

empower you or dis-empower you. You can

only do these things for yourself. When you

meet this challenge courageously, then your

Gifts will always empower others to find the

same inner strength inside them." 

"If the 1st line were a seed, then the 2nd line would

represent the sapling. The 2nd line therefore has a very

different set of challenges. This is about the uninhibited

expression of energy as passion, and passion always

catches the eye of others. When you contemplate the

Gene Key of your Evolution, imagine how you might

express these qualities with passion. Imagine the

Shadow expressed through anger, without realization of

the consequences. This may well tell the story of some of

your relationship difficulties in life. The 2nd line always

learns most intensely through a relationship. The

dilemma and the beauty of the 2nd line as a life theme is

that its nature is to be unselfconscious. If you have a 2nd

line theme, your challenge is to listen to and observe the

feedback from those closest to you. They always provide

a very clear mirror of the frequency moving through you.

Eventually, you will become so attuned to your

environment that you will stop yourself before a negative

pattern is expressed. Then your true passion will emerge

innocently and be met with acceptance and gratitude."

"The 3rd line is all about change. When you are

contemplating a 3rd line Evolution, you need to

look at this Gene Key as a journey. How will you

spend this genetic inheritance you have been

gifted? For you life is all about the experience

rather than the result. Whether an endeavor

appears to succeed or fail, its all about the

journey and the experience that you have

learned through it. When you finally let go of the

ideas that you are going to get something from

all those experiences, then you begin to realize

that you have actually learned a great deal along

the way. Then you can use your experiences

(good and bad) to enrich others, and this

becomes your Gift. When you apply the lines to

the Gene Keys in this way, the story of your life

often comes into new perspective."

Self and
Empowerment

Line 1 Line 2
Passion and

Relationships

Line 3
Energy and Experience



Lines of your Evolution

"With a 4th Line Evolution, your life's great

challenge is likely to be about finding a balance

between being alone and being with others. How

will you combine your need to be of service with

your need to have space? At the Shadow

frequencies the 4th line has a tendency to simply

go to one extreme or the other and then either

collapse from exhaustion or end up being cut off

from others. With the 4th line the theme is always

love - the love of being with friends and the love of

one's own company. As a 4th line, you might like to

view the Gene Key of your Evolution as a quality

designed to be shared with others. The more you

share your Gift, the more you feed yourself and the

more influential you become. The gift of the 4th

line is to touch people's hearts and bring them

over to one's point of view, so long as it is the most

ethical point of view. Your 4th line perspective is

adept at communication, which makes you a

powerful force in any community or business."

"The 5th line Evolution is all about the projection and use of

power. As a 5th line you have a built in 'X factor' - a kind of

mystique that emerges through your aura. This is not

something that you can do anything about because it is

uncultivated. Therefore you have to be very aware of the

profound effect you have on others. People will naturally be

drawn to you, no matter what you stand for. At the Shadow

frequencies this almost always ends in disappointment,

both for you and others. Unless you are aware of your

power you are likely to be misinterpreted by others, so one

of the most important things for you is to learn how and

when to express yourself. When you are passionate about

something you can be captivating to others and they may

harbor all kinds of hidden projections about you that have

no foundation in reality. What this means is that a 5th line

has to learn about personal and professional boundaries.

When you express yourself with economy and clarity you

minimize the risk of misunderstanding. When considering

the Gene Key of your Evolution think about how easily

others could misunderstand this great gift. Then you will be

able to take full advantage of your 5th line projection field."

"The 6th line lives out a very rich narrative over the

course of its life. Unlike any of the other lines it

moves through the whole story of the lines in a

single lifetime! For the 6th line there is so much to

learn before one's dreams can come true. In

addition, by the time you have matured enough in

wisdom, your understand of your own dreams will

have changed. This is why surrender is one of the

keynotes of the 6th line Evolution. You will need to

learn to trust in the fates. When you apply the 6th

line theme to the Gene Key of your Evolution, it may

help to look at it as a maturing quality. The 6th line is

all about the long-term view. This is why education

is such an important part of your life. Through your

own experience you will learn that life knows best in

the end, and it is this trust in life that you can

eventually bring into the world as a role model.

Education does not impose views- rather it draws

out that which is already inside. This is something

deeper than success or influence in the world. It has

more to do with investment in a greater future for us

all. In this sense the 6th line is willing to sacrifice

personal goals for a wider, collective goal."

Love and Community

Line 4 Line 5
Power and Projection

Line 6
Education and Surrender



Thank You for
joining!

Next seminar is May 21st. We will be going over

the Spheres of your Radiance and Purpose

Gene Keys


